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ABSTRACT
This paper proposed a system to perform
injury recognition to assist people with
multiple disabilities using single infrared
sensor with rotatable capability. Our system
will be installed in a room to monitor the
disabled for fall, inactivity and help request
to recognize injury of people with multiple
disabilities. This system alerts the caregiver
with alarm, short message (SMS) and a
scene snapshot (email), the snapshot assists
in verifying false alerts. The designed
system is sustainable as it is computationally
inexpensive and efficient. The system has
the abilities to recognize common human
activities. Besides, the system is nonintrusive as there is no wearable device
required on the person under monitoring.
The system is intuitive as the person or
subject under monitoring does not have to
press any button for informing and verifying
a possible injury.

KEYWORDS
Fall detection, disabled, infrared sensor
technology, injury recognition, Computer
Vision, sustainable technology, activity
recognition.

1 INTRODUCTION
People with Cerebral Palsy, stroke and
mental disorders suffered from multiple

difficulties [1], [2]. These include
difficulty in walking around and doing
simple
exercises,
difficulty
in
communicating with others, and having
trouble in sitting, walking, or speaking
clearly.
In general, these people fall frequently
and easily, most of the falls cause injury.
In some cases, unintentional fall may
even bring them to death [3], [4].
Furthermore, people with multiple
disabilities
have
difficulty
to
communicate
with
others
using
comprehensible speech [5]. Hence,
asking for help verbally when required is
a tiresome task for them.
When we searched for systems to
prevent injuries for people with multiple
disabilities, we found most of them
focus on fall detection. Some of the
systems used wearable devices designed
mainly for the elderly community with
motor skills and capability to operate the
devices. As for vision based systems,
they required real time video streaming
that are computationally expensive and
hardware consuming.
The scarcity of the systems for
preventing injury of the people with
multiple disabilities leads this research
to source for a good contemporary
solution.
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2 RELATED WORKS
Recent studies [3], [6], [7], [8] has
highlighted there is a need to develop
fall detection system to trigger alarm
whenever a person under monitoring fall
and need assistance. According to
Mubashir [4], fall detection can be
divided into three categories: wearable
device based, ambience sensor based and
vision based.
Most of the fall detection models detect
fall using wearable device i.e. pendant,
watch or mobile phone. These includes
commercialized produces i.e. “Alert 1”,
“MobileHelp”, “LifeAlert” [9], [10],
[11] while some are still under
development i.e. “Design of a Fall
Detection and Prevention System for the
elderly” [12], “Wireless System for Fall
Detection” [13], and “Fall Detector
using Smart Phone on Android
Platform” [14]. These developments are
not designed for people with multiple
disabilities. However, there are some
common features on their architecture
such as the use of accelerator meter to
measure tri-axial on the device and
gyroscope to measure the pitch and roll
of the device through angular velocities.
As people with multiple disabilities have
physical and motor impairment, some
wearable devices may not be suitable as
they still need to trigger and verify the
alarm physically if they fall. If they lost
consciousness, the devices become
useless as the alarm cannot be triggered.
Besides, wearable devices required some
motor skills and knowledge which
people with multiple disabilities may not
be empowered with [7]. User may feel
unpleasant (intrusive) wearing the
devices all the time and chooses to

discontinue [3], [6]. In some instances,
they might forget to put it on [8], [15].
On the other hand, Doulamis et al. [16]
uses vision based monitoring to detect
fall. Zweng, Zambanini & Kampel [3]
proposed statistical behavior fall
detection which captures the human
subject’s behavior using multiple
cameras. Mastorakis & Makris [8] uses
Kinect’s infrared sensor to detect human
fall by measuring the velocity based on
the contraction or expansion of the
width, height and depth of the 3D
bounding box expressed in world
coordinate system. Mubashir, Shao, &
Seed [4] commented that vision based
approach in comparison to the other two
approaches i.e. wearable devices based
and ambient based, is certainly the area
to look forward to as it deals with
intrusion and robustness better.
Throughout the literature review, most
of the models focus on fall detection and
neglect other possible threats that occur
without a prior fall such as the loss of
consciousness while sitting. Recognizing
the user’s gesture to seek help before or
without a fall is also neglected.
3 RESEARCH PROBLEM
A sustainable injury recognition model
is required to serve the needs of people
with multiple disabilities to recognize
injury. They need an injury recognition
model that is capable of detecting fall,
inactivity, and gesture of requesting
immediate assistance.
4
INJURY
PROTOTYPE

RECOGNITION

In this paper, we proposed an injury
recognition system using single infrared
sensor with 180 degree rotation
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capaability to m
monitor a hhuman subjeect.
The illustrationn of our injuury recognition
wn in Figuree 1. It consiists
systeem is show
of tw
wo externall devices i.ee. the infrarred
(IR)) sensor andd GSM moddem as welll as
an innjury recognnition appliccation.

Figure 1. Injury R
Recognition Proototype System
m

The IR sensor m
module is responsible
r
for
captturing real ttime scene and localiziing
hum
man’s skeleetal and jooints in thhree
dimeensional cooordinates (xx, y, z). Latter,
the human’s skeletal and joiints
reprresentation will be forwarded to
injurry recognitiion applicattion for furthher
proccessing andd notificatioon if needded.
The representattion will bee analysed by
f
threee differentt modules namely fall
deteector, inactivity detecctor and hhelp
deteector. Activvity recognnition moddule
enabbles our syystem to iddentify subjject
currrent activityy and keeep a list of
activvities perrformed
in
a log.
Notiification m
module is rresponsible to
passs critical m
message to guardian
g
onnce
alarm
m is triggereed.
Wheen a fall ddetector recceives skeleetal
and joints repreesentation, iit checks if the
subject is in a falling ggesture. If the
statuus of fallingg remains foor 30 seconnds,
an aalarm will be triggereed. This is to

aavoid the system
s
from
m sending false
aalarm such as the hum
man subject could
bbe performiing an exeercise insteead of
ffalling.
IIf the subjeect is in a normal statte, the
rrepresentatioon is passsed to inactivity
ddetector to ccheck if thee subject hass been
innactive forr more thann 30 seconnds. If
hhuman inaactivity staate is truee, an
innactivity allarm will bbe triggeredd. This
inndicates thhat the ssubject hass lost
cconsciousneess or abilityy to maneuvver.
IIn the case where bothh fall detectoor and
innactivity detector
d
didd not detecct any
uunusual statte, the repreesentation w
will be
ppassed to help detector to check if the
hhuman is seeeking help.. If the gestture of
sseeking helpp is detectedd, an alarm w
will be
trriggered. Iff no incidennts being deetected
bby all three modules, tthe represenntation
w
will be discaarded.
W
When an alaarm is trigggered, the nnotifier
m
module perfforms two tasks.
t
1) Geenerate
aand send a ssnapshot of the currentt scene
thhrough emaail and 2) Generate
G
andd send
a short messsage throughh SMS.
44.1 Skeletall and Jointss Detection
O
Our humann’s skeletall and jointts are
localized ussing infrareed (IR) sensor as
rrecommendeed in [17]. This sensoor uses
innfrared beam
m to detect skeletal strructure
w
with 20 im
mportant joiints. An innfrared
im
mage with human’s skkeletal and joints
rrepresentatioon is pproduced, these
rrepresentatioons are uutilized forr fall,
innactivity annd help requuest recognittion.
44.2 Fall Reccognition
IIn fall detecttor module, we mark annd use
““Y coordinnate range limit (MY
YRF –
M
Maximum Y Range for Fallinng) as
ffalling areaa” to detecct the gestuure of
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falling. If the llocated Y ccoordinates for
fourr joints (heaad - H, shooulder centeer –
SC, spine – S and hip center – H
HC)
remaain idle ffor 30 seeconds withhin
MY
YRF, then itt will be coonsidered as a
fall as shown inn Figure 2.

T
The equatioon to get tthe best poossible
M
MYRF to detect the fall on vvarious
ddistances froom sensor iis shown in Eq. 1
w
where MYRF
F is the Maaximum Y Range
ccoordinate for falling while
is the
ccurrent hum
man distancee from senssor (or
ddepth) and O
OND is the optimum nearest
n
ddistance (or depth).

F
Figure 3. Deteermination of MYRF.
M
Figure 2. All jointts found withinn MYRF.

Sincce MYRF value is coorrelated w
with
subject’s distaance from the senssor,
MYRF addjustment is
autoomated M
propposed to address
a
it. Through the
obseervations, thhe MYRF vvalue decreaases
wheen the distaance betweeen subject aand
senssor increasees. For insstance, MY
YRF
valuue for falliing at optiimum nearrest
distaance (OND) i.e. 1500 mm is arouund
380 pixels whiile the MY
YRF value for
falling at the ooptimum furrthest distannce
3
(OFD) i.e. 37700 mm iss around 320
pixeels. We caalculated thhe distance of
15000 mm as thee OND becaause the sennsor
loses skeleton ttrace after 1500
1
mm. T
The
YRF value bbetween ON
ND
variaation of MY
and OFD is 60 pixels. Thus, for every 36
mm increment of distance,, MYRF vaalue
decrreases by 1 ppixel.

Eqq. 1

A
An examplee of MYRF
F determinattion is
sshown in Figure
F
3. N
Numbering oon the
top right oof each fframe e.g. 2606
inndicates thee distance (in mm) off head
ffrom cameraa while num
mber in the m
middle
oof each fram
me i.e. 349 indicate
i
thee value
oof MYRF (inn pixel).
44.3 Inactivitty Recognittion
IInactivity deetector is deeveloped to detect
oother cruciaal event succh as the looss of
cconsciousneess withoutt any priorr fall.
T
This modulee helps to trrigger alarm
m if the
ssubject is uunder inactiivity state. When
innactivity deetector is activated, it keeps
trrack on the X and Y ccoordinates for 12
joints (Figurre 4) except shoulder ceentre –
S
SC, spine – S, left andd right wristt– WL
& WR, left and right aankle– AL & AR,
aas well as leeft and rightt hip – HL & HR.
IIf the X andd Y coordinaates for eachh joint
rremain the same for 30 secondds, the
ssystem will trigger alarrm to indicaate the
pperson has not been active for some
time.
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Figure 4. 12 Detect joints withiin the ROI of fall
detecctor

To iimprove the verificationn accuracy, we
definne region oof interest (ROI) for eaach
impoortant jointss to allow ssome variatiion
of jooints coordiinate. The size of ROI for
eachh joint is 200 X 20 pixels at the deppth
of 2 meters whhere the joinnt is locatedd in
the middle of R
ROI. As for the depthh of
maximum ddistance from
3.7 meters (m
mera), the R
ROI is 10 X 10 pixeels.
cam
Hennce, our systtem determiines ROI whhen
diffeerent depth with Eq. 2 where
is
the current ddepth. It indicates an
inacctivity if a jooint remain in the ROI for
30 sseconds thatt is after 9000 frames beiing
recoorded.

F
Figure 5. Deteecting joints w
with the ROI of help
ddetector

20
000
340

2 10

44.5 Activityy Recognitioon
Eqq. 2

4.4 Help
H
Requeest Recogniition
Gennerally, a peerson will w
wave his hannds
sponntaneously as a gestuure to requuest
assisstance. Wee detect aand recognnize
wavving of handd(s) then triggger an alarrm.
We define anotther ROI forr help detecctor
and recognize hand(s) wave pattern
withhin the ROII. We utilizze head’s ((H)
coorrdinate as a referencee point whhere
left hand ROI will be determined w
with
Eq. 3 below:
,

70 ,
200 ,

100 ,
80

ccoordinate iis (120, 20)) whereas eending
ppoint coordiinate is (3900, 200) if thee head
ccoordinate is (320, 1000). Based on this,
a help requuest will bee detected if the
ssubject wavve his or heer left handd three
times withinn the specifiied ROI. Thhe ROI
ffor help deteector shrinkks when a subject
s
m
moves furthher way from
m the camera, for
eevery 36 mm
m incrementt in depth, 1 pixel
is decreasedd from each side of the R
ROI.

,

T
The activityy recognitioon module keeps
trrack of aactivities inn real tim
me. It
m
manages tto identifyy 14 common
aactivities which innclude staanding,
w
walking, rrunning, sitting,
s
bending,
w
waving leftt hand, waaving right hand,
bbrushing teeeth, drinkingg, eating, w
writing,
rreading, com
mbing hair as
a well as shhaking
hhead. It ssends the last ten recent
aactivities as shown in Figure 6 to
gguardians inn the form oof SMS andd email
if a critical eevent such as inactivityy state
ooccurs. Hennce, a guardian can makke use
oof the activvity log too investigatte the
ccause of an injury.
i

Eqq. 3
Figuure 5 show
ws how to determine the
ROII for left hhand, the starting pooint
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Stat
tus
D
Date/Time
-------------------------------Walk
king
1
16/2/2013 4:16:20p
pm
Runn
ning
1
16/2/2013 4:17:01p
pm
Walk
king
1
16/2/2013 4:17:18p
pm
Sitt
ting
1
16/2/2013 4:17:52p
pm
Read
ding
1
16/2/2013 4:17:58p
pm
Writ
ting
1
16/2/2013 4:20:14p
pm
Read
ding
1
16/2/2013 4:22:27p
pm
Stan
nding
1
16/2/2013 4:30:49p
pm
Runn
ning
1
16/2/2013 4:30:57p
pm
Fall
l
1
16/2/2013 4:31:30p
pm

Figurre 6. User activity log

4.6 Notifier
N
An alarm will bbe triggeredd when anyy of
the above meentioned ccritical eveents
beinng detected.. The cameera will takee a
snappshot of thee scene thenn send it to the
guarrdian’s emaail address. T
The reason for
chooosing emaill is becausse it providdes
fasteer speed annd lower cost for imaage
transfer, push mail and Wi-Fi access
featuures are avvailable in most of the
mobbile phones. Guardianss can use the
snappshot receivved for veriffication beffore
takinng necessaryy action.

ccontaining the
t recent activities is also
aattached in the email. This enablles the
gguardian too verify thee events hhappen
pprior to the fall such as the subjecct was
rrunning befoore he fell down.
d
F
For sendingg SMS, wee use an exxternal
G
GSM modem
m (Figure 88) as the gaateway
to deliver short messsage. The ddevice
ccomes
wiith
a
SMS
Gaateway
D
Developmennt Kit [188] allowingg our
pprototype too send SMS to pre-set m
mobile
pphone numbber. The SM
MS containns type
oof critical evvent and tim
me the eventt being
ddetected. Inn addition,, personaliization
aallows emaail addressses and m
mobile
pphone conttacts to be
b stored (refer
S
Section 4.8).

F
Figure 8. The exxternal GSM m
modem

44.7 Motorizzation of thee sensor

Figurre 7. Example of fall snapshoot and activity log
send tto guardian emaail (Gmail).

Figuure 7 show
ws a snappshot of fall
f
deteection scenee being sentt to guardiaan’s
emaail in reaal time. T
The log file
f

T
The occurreence of bllind spot inn any
ssurveillance system is always an issue.
T
This is cruccial for succcessful reaal time
rrecognition of movingg subject w
without
uusing multipple sensorss. To reducce the
bblind spot oon the left and right of
o our
ssystem, we rotate thee sensor w
with a
ccustom madde motorizedd stand as sshown
inn Figure 9 and F
Figure 10. The
m
motorizationn includes a microchip being
pprogrammedd to interfacce with the sensor
ffor a rotatioon up to 90o on the left
l
or
rright.
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G
GUI which consists off menu bar and a
sscreen to display human skkeletal
rrepresentatioon.

Figure 9. Infraredd sensor on tthe custom m
made
standd.

The range of 150 pixels ffrom each side
w is
(leftt and right) of the seensor view
takeen as the rreference, tthe range has
h
beenn chosen based on the experimeents
condducted. Thiis optimum
m range alloows
the ssensor to rotate and dettect the subjject
withhin the sensoor view rangge.

F
Figure 11. Systeem main GUI

G
Guardian can start uusing the ssystem
eeasily by jusst click Run > Start.

Figu
ure 10. Blindd spot (left) annd rotatable aarea
(righht)

Thiss optimum rrange avoidds unnecessary
rotattion whenever a suubject movves,
whicch consum
mes more computatioonal
resoources. The system instrructs the staand
to rootate when the hip centter joint of the
subject fall within the rannge to ensuure
the ssubject is allways in thee center of the
view
w.
U
Interfface
4.8 User
Our
prototyppe
system
m
promootes
affordability deesign conceppt by adopting
a simple userr interface to suit the
main
guarrdians. Figuure 11 shoows the m

F
Figure 12. Syystem user innterface with features
ccontroller at the menubar

F
Figure 12 shhows other features avaailable
w
within thee system. Guardiann can
cconfigure thhe system byy inserting hhis/her
ccontact infoormation i.ee. email adddress,
m
mobile phonne number aand enablingg alert
to receive notificationn through email
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or/annd SMS w
when a critical event is
beinng recognizeed.
Theyy also can browse
b
throough settingg to
adjuust subject height to calibrate our
o
systeem, enable user activitty log keeping
and view user activity logg file to cheeck
whaat the subjecct did previoously.

5 EXPERIM
MENTAL R
RESULTS
W
We invited 10 volunteeers to evaluaate the
eefficiency off our system
m. The voluunteers
w
were given some scenarios (Figurre 13)
to perform
m various ways off fall,
well as
innactivity, sseeking for help as w
aactivity recoognition.

Figurre 13. 14 Injuryy recognition tesst cases.

Tablle 1 showss the resultss obtained for
fall recognitionn under threee scenarios,, 1)
faintt and falll, 2) wallk and kkick
som
mething on tthe floor theen fall, 3) fall
f
from
m sitting on a chhair. In tthis
expeeriment, wee obtained an overall of
83.333% of fall rrecognition accuracy.

ssystem onlyy recognizeed an overrall of
440% inactivity as show
wn in Table 22. The
rrecognition rate was low becausse the
ssensor failedd to detect tthe subjectss when
thhe views off their jointss were blockked by
thhe desk.
T
Table 2. Inactiivity recognitiion

Tablle 1. Fall recoggnition
Sccenario
Faaint and fall
W
Walk and kick so
omething then
fall
Faall from sitting o
on a chair
Ovverall Accuracyy

Recognition
Accuracy
80.00%
90.00%
80.00%
83.33%

As for inacctivity recoognition, we
mined ourr volunteeers in two
t
exam
scennarios, 1) sit still for more than 30
secoonds and 2) sit still witth the head on
the desk for moore than 300 seconds. O
Our

Scenario
Sit still
Sit still with the
t head on thee
desk
Overall Accu
uracy

Recognittion
Accuracyy
60.00%
20.00%
40.00%

F
For the recoognition of seeking hellp, the
vvolunteers w
were given three
t
scenarrios, 1)
S
Seek for hellp while sittting on the floor,
22) Seek forr help while sitting oon the
cchair, and 3) Seek for help while
sstanding. O
Our volunteeers waved either
oone or botth hands in all thee help
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scenarios. In this experiment, we
obtained an overall of 80% recognition
accuracy (Table 3).

pen/pencil had lower accuracy due to the
visual occlusions.
Table 5. Activities Recognition

Table 3. Help recognition
Scenario
Seek for help while sitting on
the floor
Seek for help while sitting on
the chair
Seek for help while standing
Overall Accuracy

Recognition
Accuracy
100.00%
40.00%
100.00%
80.00%

We also conducted an experiment to
evaluate the recognition of false events.
Our volunteers were instructed to
perform actions that could lead to false
recognition, 1) walk for two minutes, 2)
stand still and look around, 3) draw
something while sitting on the floor, 4)
bend down and pick up an object, and 5)
look for a piece of paper under a cabinet.
The system achieved an overall of 100%
false events recognition which no alarm
were triggered. The results are shown in
Table 4.
Table 4. False event recognition
Scenario
Walk for 2 minutes
Stand still and look around
Draw something while sitting on
the floor
Bend down and pick up an object
Look for a piece of paper under a
cabinet
Overall Accuracy

Recognition
Accuracy
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

We also evaluated the activity
recognition module. Throughout the
evaluation, we obtained an overall
accuracy result of 83.57% in activities
recognition as shown in Table 5.
Activities like drinking with a
cup/mug/glass and writing with a

Activity
Standing
Walking
Running
Sitting
Bending
Waving left hand
Waving right hand
Brushing
Drinking
Eating
Writing
Reading
Combing
Shaking head
Overall Accuracy

Recognition
Accuracy
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
90.00%
100.00%
100.00%
80.00%
40.00%
80.00%
60.00%
70.00%
70.00%
80.00%
83.57%

5 DISCUSSIONS
Throughout a series of experimental
processes with 10 volunteers, we
evaluated the efficiency of our proposed
system in detecting fall (83.33%),
detecting inactivity state of a person i.e.
unconscious (40.00%), detecting help
request by hand wave (80.00%) and
identifying activity (83.57%) . We found
that our system detect falls, help requests
and activity patterns precisely when the
subject is visible and traceable from its
view. When the subject is occluded by
other object i.e. furniture from view, our
system face difficulty in tracing human
skeletal as well as their joints. Hence,
our system couldn’t detect whether the
subject is fall, inactive or seeking for
help precisely.
We found a few scenarios produced
lower recognition accuracy rate such as
unconscious in sitting position while
forehead lay on desk (20%) which
happened in inactivity recognition
experiment and ask for help while seated
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on a chair (40%) which happened in help
recognition experiment. This happened
due occlusion problem which is
encountered in most of visual based
monitoring or surveillance system.
However, many papers are now
discussing and figure out methodologies
and ways how occlusion problem can be
resolved as long as computer vision is
concern.
Table 6. Overall results
Scenario
Fall
Inactivity
Seek for help
False negative event
Activity recognition
Overall Accuracy

Recognition
Accuracy
83.33%
40.00%
80.00%
100.00%
83.57%
77.38%

Table 6 shows the overall recognition
accuracy of 77.38% which indicates the
potential of our system in minimizing
injuries of people with multiple
disabilities.
6

accuracy
throughout
the
whole
experiments. In this research, we
encountered a challenge when human
subject is blocked by objects i.e. visual
occlusion as in most of the vision based
recognitions. The recognition lost track
on body joints when the human subject
is blocked by other object such as a
desk. In future, we will investigate on
the ways to overcome occlusions of
body joints to improve the recognition
accuracy.
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